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Minutes of the CAP-C Committee
Date:
August 26, 2013
Location:
LTC Forum
Present:
Leno Pedrotti
Joan Plungis
Jim Dunne
Scott Schneider
Juan Santamarina
Don Pair
Sawyer Hunley
Absent:
John White
Guests:
None

Kathryn Kinnucan-Welsch
Riad Alakkad
Elizabeth Gustafson
Keri Brown-Kirschman
Jennifer Creech
Dominic Sanfilippo
Fred Jenkins

Election of 2013-2014 Chair:
1. Juan willing to serve as chair; no others expressed interested
a. Nomination of Juan by Don, second motion by Scott. No further discussion; all in favor.
2. Reminder to committee that CAPC membership is a three year commitment
a. At the end of this year some will rotate out
Student Representation 2013-2014:
1. Dominic will continue; one additional student needed
a. SGA first meeting this week and will bring someone in. ECAS is responsible.
2. Inquiry regarding any stipulation about reps being from different academic units; are there
practical issues related to this - should two units be represented?
a. This requirement is not in the document
b. Dominic plans to bring in new SOE rep or SBA rep to add balance.
3. Dominic will send representative recommendation to Juan who will confirm w/ ECAS
Minutes from 4/22:
1. Committee discussed the purpose of the notes and minutes.
a. Minutes are compiled from the notes to a more abbreviated version with less detail
b. Notes will not be public outside of the committee.
i. CAPC Procedures contain guidance: CAPCC will maintain minutes. Submitted to
APC monthly….Juan read the text from the document.
c. Minutes will reflect key points of discussion and outcomes
2. 4/22 minutes will be revised for approval at next meeting.
Removal of Competencies:
1. With competencies having been removed from the UD curriculum via the Academic Senate,
CAPC committee title and documents should reflect this.
2. Sawyer will amend the CAPC procedures document along with Juan
a. Redraft will be shared with CAPC committee, discussed at 9/9 meeting, then forwarded
to APC
CIM Update:
1. CIM is running for course and program proposals;
2. Proposals cannot be saved as a pdf, but change request has been made to developer
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a. Will likely occur next year
b. Jennifer will send some advice regarding how faculty might save as pdf via print function
3. Registrar’s office can remove any courses that need to be removed (“shred” function)
4. Discussed converting from electronic back to paper form to be made available for faculty to use
during early stages to draft their proposals
CAP Faculty Development Sessions: Course Design/Redesign for CAP
1. CAPC members asked to sign-up to attend sessions to provide guidance to faculty who are
designing or redesigning courses to be submitted for approval as CAP courses;
a. Nita will email list to CAPC members to ask for participation at these meetings.
2. CAPC members have had specific points made and questions discussed, so these sessions
seemed a good opportunity to share the areas where we have needed more
information/clarification; to communicate/make clear what the expectations
a. Nita and Sawyer will review notes to look for commonalities; if anyone recalls specific
issues – please indicate that when you reply to the schedule response
i. Will share what has been drafted w/ committee
Housekeeping:
1. The Provost announcement for courses to be reviewed in September was sent 8/23
2. Discussed expectations from units of courses coming this year
3. Discussed smaller groups vetting before committee review
a. Committee will not pursue this option until load increases
b. Greater load will occur when daylighted courses “sunset”…likely up to 50 per semester
c. Preparation for the course design sessions will help– moving first to become explicit
about articulating what we expect – that will help us gain confidence in each other
d. At 9/30 administrative meeting, will discuss all of the proposals reviewed in September
to clearly identify/keep a log of quick agreement areas
4. At course review meetings, discussions will be more explicit about strengths/weaknesses when
faculty are in the room
a. CAPC will only address concerns w/ the faculty present verses focusing conversation on
and with them
5. Using Isidore to converse in advance to allow for more comprehensive consideration of course
proposals
a. Discussed sending proposers something in advance based on pre-conversations
6. CAS/ AAC, faculty accustomed to going and being there to ask questions and discussion does not
include proposer, However we must give all faculty 2 weeks to review proposals in final format

Next meeting Monday, September 9 at 2 PM
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